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Rapping on the same track since 1920

Second Annual Joshua Bolt Day

LU Prepares
for H1N1

Women’s Soccer
to dedicate game
for local child

COREY MORRIS
Asst. News Editor

“W

e are dealing with a situation always subject to change,” stated Margo Potts, student health
director. The Health and Wellness Center,
Residential and Commuter Life (RCL), Student
Government Association (SGA), and the entire
campus body are all gearing up for the possibility
of an outbreak of the H1N1 virus, or swine flu, on
campus. Potts said a pandemic is already at hand
and explained the classifications, which include a
virus that is easily transmittable, irrelevant to
severity and a lack of a vaccine. She also noted
that this is a pandemic because a certain population of people may conceive H1N1 in the most
dangerous form. The University has no plans of
closure if the
H1N1
virus
breaks out on
campus, a statement echoed by
Virginia Governor
Tim
Kaine.
Longwood also
does not plan to
make vaccines or
mandatory testing
for the virus.
As of now, the
third week into
the school year,
there have been
no reported cases
of H1N1 here on campus. Potts urged students
who exhibit symptoms, which include a fever,
cough, sore throat, fatigue, and headache, to practice self-quarantine. A student can self-quarantine
themselves in two ways. First, the student may
travel home for the remainder of the illness,
which is usually about five days, and rest until
feeling better. Second, the student may remain at
school in an isolation room without contact with
other students for the remainder of their illness.
Currently, the Health and Wellness Center is
promoting the first method of students leaving
campus. Potts stated that since most students at
Longwood are in-state students, they will be
asked to go home using their own transportation.
For those unable to partake in the first method,
the Health and Wellness Center is currently working with RCL to set up special “isolation areas,”
where infected students can be together so the
virus will be limited to only one area.
Accommodations with Longwood Dining
Services are also being made. All of this is still in
the planning stage and no concrete plans have
been released to the public.
Potts does not expect Longwood to test students
for the virus, which Potts said is discouraged.
Random testing for H1N1 takes several days to
produce results and in

WILL ARMBRUSTER
Sports Editor
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“As of now, the
third week into
the school year,
there have been
no reported
cases of H1N1
here on
campus”

See H1N1 Pg. 2
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Eight-year-old Joshua Bolt’s long -fought battle with cerebral palsy earns him recognition with Longwood’s athletic department.

Longwood Introduces New Wellness Program

his Sunday, Sept. 13, Longwood Women’s
Soccer team will host Appalachian State for a
game that goes much further than winning or
losing.
For the second year in a row, the team will hold
Joshua Bolt Day, a day dedicated to honoring
and supporting a young boy whose journey
through life has been what some might call a
miracle.
When Joshua was born on August 31, 2001, at
Memorial Regional Medical Center in Hanover,
VA, he was not breathing. Surgeons immediately put him on a respirator and rushed him to the
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU). A few
hours after being rushed to the NICU his lungs
collapsed. Incredibly, the midwives, nurses, and
doctors on duty saved his life not once, but
twice. “We knew the day he was born that his
brain was injured,” said Joshua’s mother, Jennifer
Bolt. “The doctors however didn’t know what
was in store for our little miracle.”
After three weeks, Joshua was released from
the hospital. The actual extent of Joshua’s condition was not apparent, however, until he grew
older and did not reach the “normal” developmental milestones. “We knew before six
months we needed to do something to speed up
his development, but all we got was the “wait
and see” and approach from the doctors,” said
Mrs. Bolt.
In May of 2002, when Joshua was almost nine
months old, his neurologist informed the family that Joshua had cerebral palsy, a term used to
describe a group of chronic conditions affecting
body movements and muscle coordination,
caused by damage to one or more specific areas
of the brain. After the diagnosis, Josh’s neurologist suggested physical therapy immediately.
For the next few years, Joshua made weekly
visits, over an hour away, to see various specialists ranging from physical and speech therapists
to orthopedic doctors and ophthalmologists.
He could not pick up anything purposefully, nor
could he even successfully hold onto his parents
when they hugged him. If he did grab hold of
something it was almost always accidental, and
he would then shake his hands forcefully until
the object would fly out. According to his parents, this practice was extremely painful when
the objects Joshua was grasping were things like
his hair.
See JOSHUA Pg. 10

To help reduce stress in the college students’ life, a wellness program was introduced at LU
NICOLE DALES
News Editor

E

veryone experiences stress in some form
or another. Longwood’s wellness center is
implementing a new program to help students learn to deal with stress.
The BALANCER Program, led by members
of the Wellness Unit, is an integrative
approach developed to target the number one
health concern of Longwood University students—stress. “We aim to identify and refer
students who may gain improvement in stress
management and emotional health by participating in group fitness classes and a structured support group,” said Sasha Gregory,
Longwood’s wellness coordinator.
She explained that there are two vital components to dealing with stress. The two components, exercise and support, are the core of
the BALANCER Program. “Our goal is to
create and maintain a welcoming, accepting,
and safe environment, where student needs

regarding stress, depression and anxiety, will
be addressed,” said Gregory.
Members of the Wellness Unit, representing
Counseling, Student Health and Campus
Recreation, created this educational program. “All too often, we neglect one or more
of the wellness dimension, causing us to feel
‘un-balanced,’” said Gregory. Gregory said
that by combing resources, the staff is able to
target the top health concern of the
Longwood University community in the
most appropriate and beneficial way for the
students.
All students are eligible for the BALANCER
Program. Those experiencing depression
and anxiety symptoms, or those who feel as
though stress is negatively affecting their
daily routine will benefit the most from this
program. “We invite students to ask themselves the following question: ‘Are you living
the way you want to live?’” said Kelly Oddy,
Longwood’s fitness coordinator. If their
answer is no, then Oddy says the program is
for them. The staff will work to help students

address their needs and provide the
resources necessary to achieve balance in
their lives.
According to the American College Health
Association/National College Health
Assessment (ACHA/NCHA), 26.5 percent of
Longwood students identify stress as the
number one health concern that impacts academics. Based on Student Health Partner
wellness surveys, stress, poor nutrition, and
obesity, are the top three leading health
issues.
Following research of integrative approaches for dealing with stress, depression and anxiety, the staff met as a team to create the most
suitable approach for the community. “We
have incorporated peer education through a
student led group fitness class, a support network also comprised of peers, and a team of
campus professionals,” said Oddy
According to wellness program evaluations,
stress, obesity and nutrition continue to rank
amongst the top three health concerns.
“Personally, I would say balance is the biggest
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issue for our campus community,” said
Gregory.
Another feature the wellness center created is
the wellness room, also referred to as “The
Well.” The well is a room located right off the
lobby of the clinic and counseling center. It is
stocked with self-help workbooks, health
newsletters, reference books, relaxations
guides and wellness CDs and DVDs. A seasonal affect disorder (SAD) light, sound therapy and online health screenings are also
available.
The room is available from 8:15a.m. to
5p.m. Monday through Friday. The room is
available to both groups and individuals and
no appointment is necessary. “It is a part of
the Counseling Center’s accreditation process
to have a library. Given this requirement and
a desire to offer a variety of wellness
resources, The Well was created. Students’
input has been taken into consideration as to
the layout of The Well. The resources were a
collective agreement of the Wellness Unit,”
explained Gregory.
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I’ll Take a
Virginia Governor’s Race Comes to a Head
Pair for that
Little Boy Too I
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KEENAN CRUMP
Rotunda Reporter

NICOLE DALES
News Editor

W

hen I went home
for spring break back
in March, a friend of
mine introduced me to
a pretty cool shoe
company. All it took
was one commercial
on YouTube for me to
fall in love with the
company. Perhaps
you have heard of
Tom’s shoes. They are NEWS COLUMN
awesome. My parents
bought me a totally
sweet pair for my birthday in June.
It seemed like everyone I talked to had either never heard of Tom’s shoes or they have heard of it but
had no idea what it was. I come back to school is
August and it was like BAM! An explosion of Tom’s
shoes. Okay, not really, but I certainly saw a lot of
people rockin the Toms. This company is great because it bring together two things I love, community service and shoes, to a nice harmony.
Actually the real reason why I love this company
is because they are truly dedicated to giving back.
Tom’s shoe company has a one for one deal. For
every pair of shoe or piece of merchandise they sell,
they will donate one pair of shoes to a child.
Blake Mycoskie started a shoe company that
vowed to donate one pair of shoes for every pair
they sold. While in a bar during vacation in Argentina, Blake met a nonprofit group that was giving children pairs of shoes. The concept was great
but the problem was the shoes were old and did not
fit properly. Blake decided to start a company that
sold laid back shoes that incorporated donating to
charity. Blake started with $500 and 250 prototypes. So for all of you aspiring entrepreneurs out
there, let Blake be an inspiration to you.
Blake felt that shoes were very important, which is
why he focused on a shoe company rather than
food or water, like many other nonprofit groups
around the world. In Argentina, most children do
not own a pair of shoes, and since walking is the
primary mode of transportation, this causes a
problem. Shoes allow people to walk places that
they could not walk to before. Shoes also protect

“Blake felt that shoes were
very important, which is
why he focused on a shoe
company rather than food
or water, like many other
nonprofit groups around
the world. ”
the feet from cuts and scrapes, which could get infected. I’m going to go off on a little tangent here.
Bear with me.
My worry about the cuts on children’s feet might
sound a little but silly but it is a legitimate concern.
Podconosis is a parasitic infection caused by three
kinds of round worms that get into your body and
make their way through the lymphoid. They destroy the ability to process bodily fluids and can
cause limbs to swell and for lack of a better term
look like elephant limbs. Google it, you will understand what I mean. It is estimated that between
50,000 and a million Ethiopian people are affected
by the disease through silica-rich soil. So I’m not
crazy it’s a legit concern.
Also, you know how restaurants here have that no
shirt no shoes no service policy? Turns out it is
kind of the same in countries over there. Most
school uniforms require shoes so if you do not have
a pair of shoes you cannot get an education. No
shoes=no service.
I hate to generalize but I am willing to bet that
every single person affiliated with Longwood
whether it is students, faculty or staff, own a pair of
shoes. I bet that a good percentage of you own a
pair of shoes that costs over $44. That is the average price of one pair of Tom’s shoes. That may seem
like a lot but look at it this way. You are really buying two pairs of shoes. You have the pair that you
keep and the pair that is donated. So really it’s like
you are spending $22 on a pair of shoes and donating $22 to charity.
As of April 2009 Tom’s shoes had donated 140,000
pairs of shoes. They hope to reach 300,000 by the
end of 2009. It is an easy goal to achieve, especially
since Tom’s shoes sell several products that also
qualify for the one for one deal. All of the products
including shoes, T-shirts, hats and onesies include
a pair of shoes for a child in need.
Ok guys these shoes are just straight up awesome.
I am not really sure what else I can tell you to convince you. Go look up Tom’s shoes on YouTube.
There are some great commercial that if you are
like me (and I pity you if that’s the case) they will
melt your heart too. The website is also pretty easy,
just type in www.tomshoes.com on your browser.
So check it out, buy a pair and rock them around
campus.

n a race that was void of much controversy for the first three months, the
race to succeed Virginia Governor Tim
Kaine has now begun to heat up. Former
Republican Attorney General Bob McDonnell and Democratic State Senator
Creigh Deeds are embroiled in a race that
now seems tighter and more contentious
than recent polls would have the public
believe. A recent Public Policy Poll
showed the Republican candidate McDonnell ahead of his Democratic counterpart Deeds 49 percent to 42 percent.
Nonetheless, recent developments have
created a buzz around the race for governor in the Commonwealth.
Recently, The Washington Post broke a
story about a 1989 thesis written by a
then-34-year-old McDonnell,for his
graduate program at the renowned evangelical pastor Pat Robertson’s Regent University. The thesis laid forth McDonnell’s
visions of protecting traditional family
values and proposed a ten-point plan that

the Republican Party should institute in
order to do so. Some of the more vociferous remarks made by McDonnell in the
thesis include hisview that working
women are “detrimental” to the traditional family and that government policy
should benefit married couples over “cohabitators, homosexuals, or fornicators.”

“...recent
developments have
created a buzz
around the race for
governor in the
Commonwealth.”

McDonnell was also critical of a Supreme
Court ruling that legalized contraception
for unmarried couples. In an editorial
that followed, The Washington Post exclaimed, “The Bob McDonnell who wrote
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that thesis would make a divisive, disruptive and partisan governor -- a sharp departure from the tradition of generally
pragmatic executives who have helped
make Virginia one of the better-managed
states in the union.”
As in most things politics, the release of
this story sent shockwaves across the
Commonwealth and even garnered national attention from most cable news
networks. The McDonnell campaign was
quick to defend itself. McDonnell released a statement where he said, “Virginians will judge me on my 18-year
record as a legislator and Attorney General and the specific plans I have laid out for
our future -- not on a decades-old academic paper I wrote as a student during
the Reagan era and haven't thought about
in years." In a conference call with reporters, top campaign strategist for the
Deeds camp Mo Elleithee said, “It shows
just how out of the mainstream he is.”
Elleithee also went on to say that, “this paper laid out, very specifically, his vision
for the role of government," Elleithee said.
"This is who Bob McDonnell is. This is
how he has governed.” The McDonnell

campaign quickly lashed back with the
following: "I think it's unfortunate, but
not completely surprising, that he
[Deeds] would turn to the divisive social
issues to generate" enthusiasm for a campaign that's currently trailing in the polls.”
It is uncertain whether or not this new
development will have any effect on the
polls that had McDonnell up by as much
as 11 points before his thesis was made
public, but Virginians have seen how selfdestructive a candidate’s own words have
been in recent elections, dating back to
the infamous “Macaca” line that saw incumbent Republican Senator George
Allen’s 2006 campaign for re-election go
up in flames while running against Democrat Jim Webb. Both sides have now
been on the attack for the last week, including a recent web ad released by the
Democratic National Committee, headed
by Virginia Governor Tim Kaine that
puts the McDonnell thesis in perspective.
Virginians can expect many more sharp
ads that attack McDonnell’s thesis as well
as his campaign quickly trying to change
the subject, as we near Election Day on
November 3.

Students Come from All Over the World to Attend LU
24 students from China are participating in exchange student program with Longwood

NICOLE DALES
News Editor

H

omesickness is a common feeling
around a college campus. Luckily, a majority of the students can get back home
in a matter of hours. However, for 29 students, getting home early is not an option.
Longwood University is hosting 24 students studying abroad from China, two
from Ireland, two from France and one
from Germany. The students from Ireland are here for one year, and the students from France and Germany will be
here for one semester. The Chinese students stay for one to two years, depending on the course they choose.
All the Chinese students are from Anhui University of Technology and are
studying in the school of business and
economics. Six of the Chinese students
are returning for the second year, with
one returning student filling a Resident
Assistant (RA) position. The other 18
students are in their first year of study.
All of the students can speak English,
although many are reluctant to do so.
“The students are adapting pretty well,”
said Lonnie Calhoun, director of multicultural affairs. He explained that most of
these students come from urban areas of
China with lots of traffic, similar to certain cities in America. Some similarities
are pre-existing between the study
abroad and American students. Although some study abroad students do
not understand American television,

they do understand the Internet because
it is as big in their culture as it is in this.
Calhoun says one of the biggest challenges the international students face is
the diet. “Americans eat much bigger
portions and we have a lot more meat in
our diets,” said Calhoun. He says a lot of
students will cook in the residence halls.
Jessamy Austin, who is the International
Buddy Coordinator, also sees problems
with the food.
“Food is always an issue. Students go
through about three weeks of loving the
food, then three weeks of hating it, and
then they love it again. We go through
this every year,” said Austin. Robert Urban, who is from Germany, loves the
food here. “ I love the food because there
is so much to eat,” said Urban.
Another difference international students face is the academic worlds. In
China, students have primarily lecturestyle class settings, where there is very little question and answer. It also takes international students longer to do work
because in addition to the standard
coursework, they must translate the
American concepts into something they
can understand. Urban agrees academics
are different. “There is a lot more reading,” he said.
The students are selected based off of
academic performance, English skills
and cost. Many come with the hopes of
improving English and making friends.
“I want to learn more about American
culture and American tradition,” said Sophie Li, a student from China. The stu-

dents arrived on campus on August 14.
Calhoun encouraged Longwood students to get involved. “Don’t be afraid.
Cook with them. Take them to events on
campus. Invite them home for a weekend,” he said. There a lot of opportunities
Longwood students can provide to the
international students. “One of my
friends in America invites us to water ski
on the lake,” said Li. Calhoun also recommended an easy ice breaker. The Chinese word for hello is pronounced like
nee-hao (nee-how). Calhoun recommended saying this to a Chinese student
to help get that dialogue rolling.
There are several other ways students
can help make this a better experience
for the international students. Austin
said most of the students don’t speak
English on a regular basis. “We speak
very fast and we use conjunctions,” she
said. Austin recommends that Longwood students speak slower and avoid
using conjunctions. For example, say
cannot instead of can’t. She also encourages students to sign up for the International Buddy program.
“It’s all about making time for your buddy. Get a meal with them, invite them to
a basketball game, pretty much anything
you do,” said Austin. She said she is always looking for more buddies and people to take international students home
with them, especially for Thanksgiving.
Applications for the buddy program can
be
found
at
www.longwood.edu/multiculturalaffairs.
Austin took a group of students to New

Student Leadership Program (NSLP) this
past weekend. “It gave them time to
speak English and helped them become
not so dependent of each other,” said
Austin.
Sophomore Tiffer Cheatham was paired
with Urban, a student from the University of Nuremburg in Germany. “There isn’t really a hard part so far with my
roommate Robert. We have been able to
get along really well and do a lot of different activities together around campus,”
said Cheatham. “We both enjoy playing
video games, kicking the soccer ball
around, watching TV shows like Family
Guy and Scrubs. Just basic stuff that allows us to mesh well together,” he said.
“We play a lot of XBOX,,” added Urban
“Some ways that we are different is that
he is much more athletic than I am as
well as the fact that he watches much
more sports than I do. I enjoy doing
most anything with history which is not
his favorite thing to do. But none of this
has caused any sort of friction between
the two of us,” said Cheatham. Urban
agrees there are some differences. “I go
out a lot more than he does.”
“One thing that is cool to help him with
is understand our culture as well as different slang or colloquial terms he is not
familiar with. He has been creating a vocab journal, which he is now up to five
pages with different words,” said
Cheatham.

H1N1 From pg. 1
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Chinese exchange students meet for a coffee hour in the library to kick off the year at a new school.

the case of the seasonal flu, testing usually has a high rate of
falsehood. Potts noted that only sentinel sites, locations where
the Center for Disease Control (CDC) collects data for flu reports, could test for the H1N1 virus
Potts said students should use common sense to prevent
spread. Covering coughs, washing hands, using Lysol, and using hand sanitizer when soap and water is not available are
some precautionary measures to halt the spread of the infection. Potts reminds students not to “share anything” that may
cause the spread of infection because nobody “can afford to be
out of commission for a week.”
The Flu and You posters around campus have been informing students of these adaptive habits since the semester began.
However, Potts stated, “Once it [H1N1] comes, there will be
many cases due to close living.” This is a mere fact and should
not cause alarm.
Potts’ best recommendation for students is to get a flu vaccine.
Students who are able to are encouraged to get both the seasonal flu vaccine and the H1N1 vaccine when it becomes available sometime later this semester after the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) completes mandatory testing. She dispelled the myths that one can obtain the flu via a vaccine; only
those who have been exposed to the flu may catch the virus.
Some people may show slight signs of seasonal flu without having the full-blown case. Only those who are allergic to the vaccine, especially those with egg allergies are discouraged from
getting the shot. According to Potts, the SGA has been “very
supportive” in the past several years and has continued to do
so in providing students with free vaccines. The SGA vaccinated one-fourth of the student body last year, which contributed
to a reduced number of flu cases. Potts said that if the majority
of the student body gets vaccinated, “herd immunity” would
occur, which would in turn hopefully limit the spread of the
virus. Longwood will receive more vaccines this year than previous years due to the fear of an outbreak. The state of Virginia
is allocated over 900,000 vaccines.
Potts’ main concern is to keep students and faculty safe and
healthy during this pandemic. She encouraged those who are
sick to do four things: go home if possible, stifle your contact
with other students, talk with family members about how you
feel and decide on a plan of action and discuss your illness via
email with your professors. She also urged students to pay attention to emails regarding H1N1 updates, visit the CDC website for concerns, and routinely check the Health and Wellness
website for announcements. “If everyone takes care of themselves,” said Potts, “that will go a long way.”
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Business Professors Receive National Award
Award for research paper given in July; more papers and projects are now in the works
gether. Along with multiple projects
they are currently working on, Brastow also said that, “in recent conversa-

LAURA BETH STRICKER
Copy Editor

I

n July 2009, a 15-page research paper titled “The Probability of Dual
Agency” received a national award for
the top honor in the Real Estate Brokerage/Agency category through the
American Real Estate Society (ARES),
the national conference for real estate.
The paper was submitted by two
Longwood business professors, Dr.
Raymond Brastow, associate professor
of economics and Dr. Bennie Waller,
chair of accounting, economics, finance & real estate.
According to Brastow, “dual agency
exists when the same agent or broker
represents both the seller of the house
and the buyer, representing both sides
of the transaction.” Waller said, “Dual
agency has been controversial for
years and years. It is outlawed in some
states.” The paper, according to a Sept.
3 Longwood press release, examined
“12,070 real estate transactions from a
central Virginia Multiple Listing Service, of which some 32 percent involved
dual agency.” The study looked at not
only Farmville, but other local areas,
including Richmond, Lynchburg and
Roanoke.
The cash award was $1,000 split between the two men. Waller said, “I’ll
tell you what, it was so exciting for me.
Dr. Brastow called me at home and his
voice was trembling. I thought he was
mad, and I said, ‘Ray, don’t jerk my
chain.’ He said, ‘Bennie, I’m reading
Pay to the Order of Raymond Brastow,
$500.’” Brastow added, “I was perfectly
calm until I started to explain it to
him.” In addition to the money, the
paper will be recognized at the 2010
ARES annual meeting.
However, the dual agency paper is
not the only collaboration that Brastow and Waller have worked on to-

“One paper that is in

a finished draft stage
looks at factors that
affect the probability
of a sale, with data
based on both sold
and unsold houses.”
tion, we’ve identified four really highlevel research projects.”
The men gave several specific details
about their upcoming projects. One
paper that is in a finished draft stage
looks at factors that affect the probability of a sale, with data based on
both sold and unsold houses. Another
project includes Brastow, Waller and
Scott Wentland, visiting professor of
economics.
The three professors are working on
an idea that comes from Megan’s Law,
to see if those on the sex offender registry, as neighbors, affect property values or the time it takes to sell a house.
However, this project is the “very early
stages” of work, according to Brastow.
One paper, according to Brastow, is
only a week away from being accepted
for publication to the Journal of Real
Estate Research (JRER). This paper
finds “very strong evidence” that when
someone signs a longer contract with
an agent that the house takes longer to
sell.
In addition, the professors are also
concentrating on being published in
Real Estate Economics and the Journal
of Real Estate Finance and Economics

(JREFE). Both professors are ultimately aiming to be published in “quality,
top-tier, peer-reviewed journals.”
The award from ARES means a great
deal to both Brastow and Waller. Brastow said the award provides “validation for the research that we are doing.
It means that people outside of Virginia, outside of folks we know, that
this is high-quality research.”
How Waller and Brastow began
working together goes back many
years. Waller is a 1990 alumnus of
Longwood and was a former student
of Brastow. Waller said, “In all honesty, the way this started out is, Dr.
Frank Bacon, a finance professor, has
been doing honors research with students for years and years.
Because we have limited resources,
using honors research students to help

“It really started

with students’ research and then
Bennie called me in.
And from that first
idea, we sort of
branched out and
are now writing with
professors in Florida
and South Carolina.”
-Dr. Raymond Brastow

Associate Professor of Economics

us research is a very positive thing. I
had this idea that contract length and
pricing and time on market all happen

 
      
 

together, but my economics skills were
lacking. So I got with Dr. Brastow
[and] this goes back four or five years.”
Brastow added, “It really started with
students’ research and then Bennie
called me in. And from that first idea,
we sort of branched out and are now
writing with professors in Florida and
South Carolina.” Brastow said, “It
turned out to be…we just work well
together. We come in early in the
morning and come in on weekends
and work together, and we developed
a very nice working relationship. It
works really great.” Waller also said he
and Brastow had “never done anything outside of school together before
the research started.”
Brastow and Waller are always actively researching and writing. Waller
works so hard because he enjoys doing
it and added, “Real estate is a skill, but
there’s a tremendous amount of psychology involved. It’s just an intriguing
web of activity.” Brastow said “there
were some puzzles that were fun to try
to get to the bottom of.”
Waller also said, “I think it’s worth
noting that the article that will hopefully be accepted in a few days, it is the
first empirical article to examine what
we’ve examined. As Dr. Brastow
points out, there are lots of puzzles
and intriguing insights that have been
talked about theoretically for a long
time, but empirically we’re trying to
get into some of those…that what
we’ve tried to do with the dual agency
paper. “
Waller went on to give an example:
“If you give a broker a contract of a
certain length, they will take that
much time to sell the property. And
so, theoretically, if there’s a shorter
contract, they’ll sell it quicker. No one
really looked empirically at that until
we just did in this piece. “

SGA’s Weekly
Tuesday Meeting
NICOLE DALES
News Editor

D
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uring the Sept. 8 meeting, the Student Government Association (SGA) swore in the new members of the judicial board,
and also swore in junior Jessica Snyder as an executive senator.
SGA
Members of the sports council came before the
board with a proposition looking to receive a NOTEBOOK
lump sum from SGA as a sports club council.
The executive board within that council will
then divvy up the money to individual sports clubs. The council
will be responsible for keeping inventory of the purchase of their
clubs and paperwork among other things. The council plans on
maintaining the SGA’s process for allocating money, but feel as
though the new system will allow stronger bonds to be formed
between sports clubs and campus recreation as well as help the
SGA with their responsibilities. The presentation was only informative. The senate will vote on this matter at a later date.
Senator Jordan Miles gave a short presentation on the Joint
Committee for Student Rights. This committee stems from the
police forum that was conducted in the spring. Miles explained
it appeared as though many students did not know their rights.
Several groups including the judicial board, honor board and
the police department teamed up to make this advocacy group.
Senator Cameron Marshall presented a new sustainability idea.
He proposed that parking services offer a cut in parking prices
for students who drive a low-emission, high efficiency vehicle.
Marshall is in the process of meeting with staff and developing a
plan to hopefully get this idea off the ground. Keep reading the
weekly SGA briefs for updates with this goal.
There are currently several seats open in the senate. There are
five Senate positions and one audit position. They are also accepting applications for the freshman class council until Friday,
September 11 at 5p.m. Applications for all positions can be
found at http://lancer.longwood.edu/org/sga/. The next SGA
meeting will be on September 15.

ROTUNDA
SEEKING

APPLICANTS
- Business
- Graphic Design
- Copy Editing
- Reporting

- For applications or more information
e-mail therotundaonline@gmail.com
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Questionable Remarks
Cause Trouble for “Green
Jobs” Czar
Fox News reported that Anthony Van Jones, President
Obama’s “green jobs” adviser, is trying to avoid as many
people as possible on Capitol
Hill who are calling his latest
antics somewhat unpatriotic.
Jones’s first Freudian slip was
when he answered a quesCourtesy foxnews.com
tion regarding health care
reform and Republicans, referring to the GOP as “a**holes.”
In the same week, Van Jones managed to let it slip that he had
signed a 2004 petition calling for an investigation into the Bush
administration’s knowledge of the September 11 attacks, calling it
an “inside job.” With two embarrassing apologies within a week,
Obama and politicians alike are cautious about discussing Van
Jones, especially during a time of possible reform in America.

Police Open Homicide Investigation into California
Wildfires

An investigation
was opened on
September 4 into
the possibility of
arson in the
largest wildfire
Los Angeles has
ever seen. The
“Station Fire” has
burned for nearly
two weeks in the
Courtesy LATimes.com
Angeles National
Forest, outside of LA, destroying nearly 60 homes and more than
250 square miles of land, according to the New York Times online. Aside from the arson charges, those responsible for the blaze
may be charged with the homicide of two firemen who lost their
lives trying to halt the advancing flames. Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger toured the ravaged area and thanked firefighters
for containing forty-percent of the inferno. A $100,000 reward is
being offered to anyone with information.

North Korea’s Uranium
Program Nearly Complete

The Associated Press reported September 4 that North Korea
hasannounced in a report to the UN that their uranium enriching process is “near completion.” The latest news from the nuclear-hungry country raises concerns that nuclear bombs may
soon be a problem just as the US and regional powers are disusing disarmament procedures. Most of the enriched uranium in
the communist power has been produced in inconspicuous, underground labs. After ongoing disarmament-for-aid deals failed
in 2007, North Korea ignored talks earlier this year after suspicions of long-range missile testing. Regional powers, such as
Japan, are especially paying close attention to North Korea’s behavior. Japanese Foreign Minister, Hirofumi Nakasone said in a
statement that Japan “will definitely not tolerate” any possession
of nuclear weapons.

Michael Jackson Laid To Rest
Ten weeks after his death
shocked the world, pop
singer Michael
Jackson was laid to rest
while surrounded by two
hundred of his closest
friends and family, according to CNN. The amount of
time taken to bury Jackson
is attributed to the disagreeCourtesy gettyimage.com
ments between family members on where his final resting place should be. After the hourlong service commenced, Jackson was placed in the Great Mausoleum, where he was inserted into his crypt shortly before 1:00
a.m. EST. Even though Jackson has been laid to rest, mystery still
surrounds his sudden death. The LA County coroner announced
in late August that Jackson’s death was a homicide. An investigation is still ongoing without any criminal charges at this point.

Hazing Becomes New
Threat for Americans
Overseas

CBS News calls hazing behavior at the U.S. Embassy in Kabul,
Afghanistan a “crisis in discipline and morale.” The guards and
supervisors from an independent security contractor, ArmorGroup North America, are under fire amid suspicions of hazing
other guards. The graphic behavior involves sleep deprivation,
threats, intimidation, and sexual acts, many of which are too
“lewd to mention.” The firm ArmorGroup is operated by Wackenhut, employing around 450 guards, most from India. Most of
the complaints were directed to the watchdog group, “Project on
Government Oversight.” Obtained records reveal the State Department has warned ArmorGroup about security issues for
nearly two years but renewed the firm’s contract this summer.
- News Briefs compiled by Corey Morris
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Bye Bye Birdie: Longwood’s Signature Two-Headed Duck is Nowhere to be Found
MARIA SOLIVEN
Rotunda Reporter

W

hat once graced Brock Commons with its
eccentric aura of bathtub-ly righteousness has departed Longwood University. The two-headed
rubber duck, formally entitled the Two-Headed
Trojan Ducky, was once located on a risen garden
in front of the Greenwood Library. It has finally
had its fill of student passersby, photo opportunitiess, and prospective student tours.
The sculptures that dot Brock Commons are created by nationwide professional artists. They rotate around college campuses, parks and other
public facilities. Usually held on campus for a
two-year period, the sculptures come and go to
give Longwood a fresh look every now and then.
As noted on the Longwood Center for the Visual Arts (LCVA) website, the sculptures’ purpose is
to “foster intellectual discourse” and provide “an
aesthetic environment in which the visual arts can
be appreciated on a daily basis.”
Rob Nielson, a professional sculptor amd an assistant professor of art at Lawrence University in
Appleton, Wisconsin, created Ducky. He first installed the duck at a prominent spot at Chicago’s
Navy Pier, for the city’s annual Navy Pier Walk.
The Navy Pier Walk was held in 2004 and was
known for being the largest outdoor sculpture exhibitionn of sculptures. It consisted of up to 30
sculptures by various artists. Longwood Universi-

ty called dibs shortly thereafter, and in the spring
of 2007, the Duck was installed on Brock Commons.
Over its two-year stay, many students have
grown attached to its curiously delightful presence.
“I miss the duck,” said Kris Cook, a Longwood
junior. He smiled as he recalled reading a newspaper article in the Farmville Herald about its arrival.
“Longwood is not Longwood without the duck,”
said sophomore Kristen Bashaw. “I remember taking a picture on it last year… and I’m sure a lot of
other people did too.”
Even freshman Kevin Bradtke recalled the duck
while on his tour of the campus the previous year.
“It was the reason I came to Longwood,” he said in
disappointment.
It was taken down over the summer and is now
safe and sound with its creator. Its next location is
still pending.
Alex Grabiec, the LCVA’s exhibitions manager,
informed The Rotunda that the next Brock Commons artist is scheduled to install her masterpiece
on Wednesday, September 30, 2009.
The Two-Headed Trojan Duck has fulfilled its
visit at Longwood, radiating awesomeness, curiosity, and for some students, frustration at its eccentricity. The time, however, has come for it to fly
Photo coourtesy Courtney Jones
away. It leaves a light gray mark where it once sat,
almost as if to say: Hold down the fort, kids. It’s
The trojan duck graced Brock Commons for a number of years, making a a staple to all those who attended the university.
been a fun run.

“Sex in the City ‘Ville”
Relationship advice column

TARA CARR AND
NICOLE HASKINS
Rotunda Reporters
Forgive & Forget… or not
so easy? – Can you forgive
a cheater???
A really close friend of
ours came to us hurt because they were cheated on.
They asked us for advice on ADVICE COLUMN
how to handle the situation
and whether or not to forgive. We decided not to rely on our own experiences, but instead to ask some of our peers, so we
randomly polled people in D-hall, in class, and on
Brock Commons to determine how most people
feel when it comes to cheating.
We found that about half of our random sample
said No, you should not forgive a cheater, and that
was almost equally divided between men and
women. More people said maybe or it depends,
and very few people said yes. Even several of the
‘No’s’ said they would eventually forgive a cheater,
but would not continue the relationship.
The issue with cheating is that there are so many
different factors that go into it. How long have you
been together? Are you in love? Can you work it
out? And was the cheating physical or emotional?
It’s hard to define what exactly cheating is because
everyone has their own opinion and their own personal definitions. The important thing is to know
what you individually want. Every person is entitled to be treated the way they feel is right. And
when that boundary is broken it’s harder to have
faith in that person and in the relationship altogether.
Some of our participants said, “…once you’re a
cheater, you’re always a cheater” no matter how
deep into the relationship you are. If someone
cheats early in the relationship you can take that as
a good sign. It’s better for you to find out sooner
rather than later. You should consider what that
says about their character and whether or not they
are fully committed to the relationship. If someone
cheats months or years into the relationship it really makes you wonder how much they really valued
the relationship and whether or not they were truly happy in it.
Precognition is the difference between cheating
and just slipping up. In the Sex and the City movie,
Steve cheated on Miranda and throughout the
movie, you could tell how hurt and sorry he was
for doing so. While watching the movie a lot of
viewers really felt sorry for Steve and wanted them
to get back together. You could just feel the sympathy throughout the audience. But does that sympathy take away the fact that he cheated? If he really
wanted to be with Miranda and was happy in the
relationship, would he have cheated?
Our friend wanted a definite answer, but is there
really a definite answer to whether or not you
should forgive a cheater? Life is full of variables
and our poll showed that though the majority of
people feel the same, there are many different
opinions on the same issue. If you are in a relationship where you are unhappy and you’re putting up
with things that you shouldn’t have to, then maybe
that’s your cue to leave. Regardless of the details,
you deserve to be happy. So whether you have been
cheated on or you’re doing the cheating, if you are
truly unhappy you should examine your relationship and decide from there what you want. We’re
young and life is short. Live yours to the fullest!
Top 10 Reasons You Got Cheated On
1.
You ain’t givin up the goods
2.
You’re on two different paths
3.
You criticize them constantly
4.
You cheated on them first!!!
5.
You let yourself go
6.
You treat them like a child
7.
You just picked the wrong person
8.
They wanted to get your attention
9.
Not spending enough quality time
10.
It’s the sign you needed to move on
**Need relationship advice? Post it as a
comment on this article on therotundaonline.com
for answers.

The FAB: The Farmville Area Bus, Not Longwood Area Bus
Freshman takes a ride around Farmville and gets to know the faces and stories behind the FAB

SARAH SCHMADER
Rotunda Reporter

T

he Farmville Area Bus (FAB) drove
over 300 freshman students back and
forth from campus to Wal-Mart on the
first Saturday we
were in Farmville.
I rode solo on OPINION COLUMN
the FAB last week
in the middle of
the day, when most students were still in
class. I dropped my phone in the toilet
that morning and I felt it necessary to get
to a Verizon store as soon as possible. I
enjoy the rare times that I get to ride the
FAB by myself, because the bus drivers
are generally very nice, conversational
folks.
The driver and I launched into a conversation about how most freshmen have
never experienced urban transportation.
He told me that last weekend a couple
kids fell asleep in the back of the bus, and

then were angry that he didn't wake them
up when they got to Wal-Mart. He said,
"I'm not their babysitters, and I'm not re-

“The driver and I

launched into a
conversation about
how most freshmen
have never
experienced urban
transportation”
sponsible for their sleeping habits." And
he couldn't be more right.
I’m a freshman myself and have only
ridden the FAB a few times, but almost
every time I’ve done so I’ve heard a com-

plaint. I had this realization a few days
ago when I was waiting for the bus with a
group of fellow students. I overheard one
girl complain that the bus was late, when
it was three minutes past the time the bus
was “supposed” to arrive. The driver, and
the FAB website (that apparently no one
utilizes), clearly states that the bus comes
in intervals of thirty minutes. Add thirty
to the time you were picked up/dropped
off, or just ask yourself when the next half
hour is. Regardless, you won't be sitting
on a bench for days.
I witnessed another open expression of
dissatisfaction from a student a few days
ago. It was around 4:00 p.m., and this
particular driver’s shift was over. So we
pulled over in a parking lot, which I presumed to be the FAB headquarters, and
parked while the drivers swapped out. A
girl in the back of the bus wailed, “OH
MY GOD. What are we doing?” Let’s look
at this from a prospective that’s not your
own (often difficult for a college student,
I understand). At your jobs back home,

Meet Your Rotunda staff:
Corey Morris,
Asst. News Editor
Why did you want to
be an editor for The Rotunda?
I really got into writing freehand when I was 9 or
10 years old. Since then, I’ve always enjoyed
reading news and writing about my thoughts via
comment boxes or even through my short-lived
blogging career. I felt that as an editor, I could
help others enjoy writing as much as I have. Furthermore, it was my way of getting involved
more here on campus. It’s something I enjoy
and something others can benefit from.
What is your favorite part of working on the
News section?
I enjoy the News section because I am able to
stay informed. I always know what is happening at Longwood and my hope is that people who read the paper will feel the same way. Plus, I get to speak one-on-one with the
people who run this place, which is something few people get to do.
What are your favorite kinds of news stories to read?
Anything political. I have a love-hate relationship with politics. That is to say I love to
hate some aspects of it while I highly respect the individuals who are making positive
progress in our country and the world at large. I also enjoy dumb crook news. Ironically,
you see some political figures in the dumb crook section…that is simply entertaining.
What is your major, and what do you hope to do with it?
I’m a Political Science major with a concentration of Pre-Law. I hope to one day become a defense attorney. Nothing too big, just somebody with a private practice making sure everyone gets an equal opportunity under our legal system. If that doesn’t work
out, maybe you’ll see me on Fox News.
If you could have any pet on campus, what would it be?
I would definitely bring my pet turtle, Chesterfield Frederick Bennington III. He’s a redeared slider. I’ve had him for about a year and a half. I think he would enjoy being a
Lancer.
Where is your favorite place to relax?
Aside from my bed, I would have to say the fountain at Ruffner is pretty relaxing. It’s a
very beautiful area on campus and very soothing place to study, especially in the
evening.
What is your favorite flavor of ice cream?
Raspberry. The Hershey kind, none of that generic stuff.
Do you have a hitchhiker’s thumb?
I do, but I’ve never had to use it.
Crunchy or creamy peanut butter?
Creamy. Although, I have tried “Extreme Crunchy.” That tastes just like pure peanuts.
Is studying with music a help or a distraction?
I always study with music on. It’s not a distraction to me because I need some kind of
background noise to keep me focused on the task at hand. I can finish something twice
as fast with music to accompany my work. In fact, I’m listening to it right now.
- Profile compiled by Lexi Barker

The Rotunda will profile staff members each week this semester
until we have introduced our entire staff to to the school.
Watch next week for more staff member profiles.

when your shift is over, you expect to
leave right then. I work at a grocery store
back in my hometown, and I know that
as soon as the clock rounds the end of my
shift, that bungee cord jumps blocks off
my lane before a customer even begins to
consider going toward it. These drivers’
daily task is nowhere near easy or relaxing, so I’m sure you can handle waiting
five minutes while he or she gets their
things together and the next driver takes
their seat.
All I'm saying is please be considerate of
the community around you. These men
and women drive impatient, and apparently often rude, college kids back and
forth to Wal-Mart all day. Don't you
think they deserve a little slack? Farmville
is not Longwood, and Longwood is not
Farmville. This bus service is not for you
and you alone, it is the Farmville Area
Bus. We're lucky enough to have free bus
fair as it is. Be courteous of the drivers
and their schedules, they don't work for
you.

Sororities Walk This Way
NICOLE DALES
News Editor

W

alk. It comes twice a year and represents the time in which dozens
of students find a second home at Longwood. Another walk has come and
gone and girls are now proud to be Baybee Kaydees, Baby ladybugs, sisters
of Tri Sigma or whatever fits them.
Fall recruitment lasts one week. The girls have opportunities to visit all
eight chapters through a series of events during the week. Fall recruitment
is referred to as informal recruitment, whereas spring recruitment is formal. “In fall recruitment, the potential new members (PNMs) can go back
to whichever sororities open houses as many times as they want. In the
spring, both the sororities and the PNMs preference their choices, and if
the sorority and girl match up, the PNM is invited to come to the next open
house,” explained Sarah White, president of Alpha Gamma Delta. She explained that in the fall, the PNM is allowed to see all of the bids they are offered, where in the spring, they only see one bid (which is a match between
the PNM's preference and sorority's preference).
Walk always signifies the conclusion of recruitment. All the sororities
make a horseshoe-shape around Iler field. Each girl joining a sorority is
wearing a white shirt. They call the name of the girl, and she runs to the
middle of the field. Several sisters meet her, put a shirt on her and take her
back to the group.
Girls have different reasons for joining a sorority. Some are looking for
that family base and some are looking to get more involved on campus. “I
have a big family at home and I wanted that family backing that I had at
home! I needed it!” said sophomore Kae Poe, who joined Sigma Sigma Sigma. Sophomore Emma Robinson was looking for the involvement aspect.
“I wanted to get involved around Longwood and I really wanted to be a
part of the strong bond that a sorority would offer,” she said. Robinson
joined Sigma Kappa.
Recruitment is said to be a very exciting time. “The entire fall recruitment
process was amazing. Recruitment in the fall is much more laid back and it
allows the girls who are rushing to really get to know all of the chapters and
allows them to make a wise decision at the end,” said sophomore Abby
Robbins, who joined Alpha Gamma Delta. Junior Callie Darling, who is
the Sigma Sigma Sigma president, enjoys the tradition of walk. “The best
part of recruitment is seeing where girls go! No matter where they go, most
Greeks are very supportive because let’s face it in the end we're all Greek!”
There are a variety of sororities to choose from on campus. Not every
sorority is a good fit for every girl. Many girls note that they feel some sort
of “pull” towards a particular sorority. “I know it is corny but it felt like
home,” said sophomore Nicole Snider, who joined Delta Zeta. “Every
sorority possesses genuine girls that are very polite and friendly, and important philanthropies that contribute to the community, but Delta Zeta
seemed to be the perfect choice for me,” said sophomore Katherine Walter,
who also joined Delta Zeta like Snider.
“I loved all the sisters, but also because the sisterhood aspect of Kappa
Delta seemed so genuine. They really are all best friends with one another,
and I wanted to be a part of something that offered that,” said sophomore
Nancy Wright.
Not all parts of recruitment are easy. It can be a long and stressful week
for both the sorority chapters and the potential members. “The hardest part
is probably all of the small talk and getting to know so many girls in such a
short amount of time. It’s hard to come up with small talk that they haven’t
heard in the other seven chapter rooms,” said White.
Contiuned online at: therotundaonline.com
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Buffalo Wild Wings Opens in the Shoppes at College Park
NICOLE MANSINI
Rotunda Reporter

A

s of Sunday, September 6, 2009, Longwood students have a new option for wings
in town. The brand-new Buffalo Wild
Wings is located in the College Plaza Shopping Center next to the Family Dollar on
Main Street.
The first Buffalo Wild Wings Grill and Bar
originated in Kent, Ohio near Ohio State
University in 1981. Jim Disbrow and Scott
Lowery had just relocated there from Buffalo, New York, and craved the New Yorkstyle chicken wings for which their hometown is famous. Buffalo Wild Wings and
Weck, as they called it at the time, was born.
The company has since come a long way.
Now, they have received countless awards all
over the country, from “Best Wings” to
“Best Place to Watch the Game.” There are
now over 600 restaurants across 41 states.
“B-dubs,” as it is affectionately referred to
by its regulars, offers traditional or boneless
wings spun in 14 different signature sauces,
including Sweet BBQ, Parmesan Garlic,
Mild to Hot BBQ, Mango Habanero, and
Blazin’, served with ranch or bleu cheese and
celery. The menu also includes tasty appetizers, salads, wraps, ribs, shrimp, burgers,
sandwiches, desserts and a full bar all at a

reasonable price. They offer Wing Tuesday
and Boneless Thursday with reduced prices,
as well as daily Happy Hour and weekly
drink specials. It is also a great option for
late-night food, as the kitchen does not close
until the bar does.
All of this comes in an upbeat sports bar
atmosphere. While waiting and eating, customers can play various trivia games on TV
screens versus other guests in the building
and other Buffalo Wild Wings restaurants at
their table through the Buzztime Trivia System. Guests can also watch the big game
with all of their friends on multiple bigscreen TVs.
The general manager says that he expects
to be extremely busy during the first few
weeks the restaurant is open. As things calm
down around October, he will consider running promotions for Longwood and Hampden-Sydney students. He also mentioned
that though the restaurant currently has a
full staff, they will be accepting applications
in October.
Whether you are looking for a grilled
chicken salad, hot wings, a burger or just a
cold beer, B-dubs has something for everyone. It is a unique place for lunch, dinner or
late-night snacks and drinks. The eagerly
awaited Buffalo Wild Wings Grill and Bar
Photo By Chelsea Place
will surely be welcomed with open arms in- Buffalo Wild Wings Grill & Bar comes to the town of Farmville, bringing with it a new fan base.
to the Farmville community.

Major Profile: Digging Around in Anthropology
AVRIELLE SULEIMAN
Rotunda Reporter

D

r. James Jordan, the founder of the School of Archeology at Longwood University, said one of the things he
teaches students in his Introduction to Anthropology class
is how to spell anthropology because “almost no one in
their right mind knows how to spell it.”
When the School of Archeology opened on June 2, 1980,
there were only ten students enrolled in the program. Dr.
Brian Bates, the current department chair, was one of
them.
Since his time as a student, the program has grown significantly. “Anthropology programs in the U.S. tend to run
around half of one percent of the total undergraduate pop-

ulation,” Bates said. “So if Longwood’s population is about
4,500, you’d expect that to be about 22 or 23 people so
we’re twice that…with about 45 majors.”
The professors in the program consist of Dr. Brian Bates,
Dr. Doug Dalton, Dr. James Jordan and Dr. Walter
Witschey.
While most people think of anthropology as digging up
artifacts, there are other avenues of study. Jordan, a professor of both sociology and anthropology, teaches an introduction to anthropology class and he says the class “is
meant to tell people what anthropologists, the 10,000 of
them in the world, do. They do four different things. Some
of them study stuff in the ground: archeology; some study
bones of people and monkeys: physical anthropology;
some study just language: linguists; and some study behavior: cultural anthropology.”
The School of
Archeology offers a field school
that has had locations in Virginia and the
Caribbean. K.C.
York, a junior
a nt h r o p o l o g y
and history double
major,
worked in the
Virginia field
school. “After go-
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ing on that, the dig, you love it and you start to find out
who you are,” said York, when asked what she thought of
it. You don’t have to be an anthropology major to work in
the field. York wasn’t an anthropology major initially, but
she added it as her second major after that experience.
Alumna Jessica Fields said, “Digging up stuff that’s a thousand years old and being the first person in a thousand
years to see it is really cool.”
While archeology is a big part of the program, senior Amber Baker said, “It’s not all about archeology…you don’t
have to think that you can only do archeology.” Baker is
studying cultural anthropology.
Bates talks about the wide range of career options after
graduating. “We have people doing human resource management.” With an anthropological background, it is easier
to understand the diverse cultures that are dominating the
workplace.
If you want to get a masters degree after you graduate,
Longwood has a successful track run for its anthropology
students. Bates said, “For a small program we have, in the
last ten years, had seven of our students go to the University of London which is probably, for archeology, top two
or three schools in the world.”
So if you are asking yourself about majoring in anthropology, Baker and Fields have a few words of advice: “Just
do it!”
For more information regarding the anthropology major, contact the Department of Sociology, Anthropology
and Criminal Justice at (434) 395-2241.

Photos By Mat Orben

Skulls are one of the many artifacts you learn about as an anthropology major.
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LEXI BARKER
Features Editor

I

f the silver screen
has taught us anything,
it’s that family vacations are both hilarious
and dangerous. Nothing says “classic comedy” like the image of a
man falling out of his
FEATURES
fishing boat while his
COLUMN
son simultaneously exclaims that he’s caught
the big one, presumably while keelhauling his
beloved pop as he comically fights with the
“fish” he’s snared. While I unfortunately don’t
have any tales from Camp Cliché, I do have a
few from a different, much better place.
Now I know this is going to come as a shock
to you, but people ignore the dentist. It’s true.
Dental appointments are usually the first to suffer the effects of the Smith family’s budget cuts,
and if that means rabbit teeth and cavities, then
so be it. But it turns out that dental care is a lot
like sex: it isn’t that important until you aren’t
getting any. And this is where the Dental Volunteers for Israel come in. The DVI is a free
dental clinic operating in Jerusalem, and offers
dental care to impoverished Jewish children.
This summer, my mom arranged to spend a
week with the DVI, and helped many children
from across the world in the process. A family
friend, my brother, and I tagged along for the
ride.
As we waited in Heathrow Airport for our
plane to get in, my mom and I struck up a conversation with an Israeli woman sitting beside
us. Amidst the normal “airport talk” – I haven’t
slept in two days, my feet smell like moldy butt,
and the voices in my head are telling me that
the flight attendants are plotting my death – she
mentioned that Jerusalem is not Israel, in the
same way New York is not the United States. As
I spent very little time in the rest of Israel, I can’t
say if that’s true or not, but I can say that whatever Jerusalem is, it’s pretty bloody awesome.
Our first introduction to the city came a few
hours after our plane landed in Tel Aviv, an Is-

“Our first introduction to the
city came a few hours
after our plane landed in Tel
Aviv, an Israeli city several miles
away from Jerusalem.”
raeli city several miles away from Jerusalem.
Our friend, Trevor, was driving on the right side
of the road for the first time in his life, and at
first it seemed this wouldn’t be a horrible introduction to the proper way to drive. Then we got
past the city walls.
Driving in Jerusalem at night is a lot like navigating a model plane on a windy day while
you’re tipsy and blind in one eye. At least, that’s
how it seemed to me as I clung to my seat in
sheer terror as the cars around us moved in
what I could only assume was a cruel choreographed car dance of death designed to scare
away all the tourists that dare rent cars there.
The streets were narrow and sharp, and never
seemed to have any correlation with one another. For example, one street will take you to the
main shopping center, while the street just past
it will take you to the center of Hell where Satan
is waiting to mock you for taking the wrong
turn.
Worse than the geography, though, were the
other drivers. In Israel, the light turns yellow
before turning green as well as red. To the observer, this would mean that people should release their breaks on yellow and go on green. To
the common driver in Jerusalem, however, the
yellow light means you should have been going
five seconds ago and thus deserve to be
thrashed. The second the light turned yellow,
the streets would erupt in a chorus of car horns
that made my ears bleed, and this happened literally every time we hit a traffic light. It didn’t
matter what time of day it was or where we
were, everybody needed to lay on the horn as if
it were their mattress at night.
By this point I’m sure it sounds as if my next
story about Jerusalem will involve a swamp
monster destroying the city, but no. While it’s
fun to point out why the drivers there are terrible – and they are – or the roads are about as
useful as a third nipple – which they are – it
would be remiss of me not to include all the
wonderful things about my trip. Seeing the
Dead Sea was a treat – though driving through
the West Bank to get there was markedly less of
one – as was wandering through the rabbit
maze of markets in Jerusalem’s Old City.
And I simply have to mention how eerily safe
the city felt, especially late at night. Once you
survived driving there – which, frankly, you
might not – the downtown area of Jerusalem
was much safer than I had expected. At ten
o’clock at night on a weekday, it was common to
see a family of six heading into their favorite
restaurant. And while the city was teeming with
nightlife, not once did I fear being held at knifepoint, which is quite a big step for me.
By the end of it, we had had a great trip. The
pictures take up most of my mom’s hard-drive,
and I have most of them memorized. But even
then, my dreams are sometimes haunted by the
lingering sound of a car horn. Then again, if
movies are to be believed, that means the trip
was worthwhile, and movies are always to be
believed.
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Movies

District 9 Keeps Audience Guessing til the End
NICOLE GONDER
Rotunda Reporter

T

he first time I had ever heard anything
about District 9 was from a preview before some other summer movie. Right
when I saw aliens and Peter
Jackson I was jumping in
Grade:
my seat, thinking the same
thing that any other video
game nerd was probably
thinking—“Halo the Movie!
Finally!” By the end of the preview, when
the title of the movie flashed across the
screen, I’m sure at the other million fans
and I were thinking the same thing, which
I cannot print here without getting a few
letters.
On top of that, the preview gave nothing
away. Literally, I had no idea what the
movie was about other than the fact that
there were bug-like aliens involved, a
mother ship, and shaky camera angles.
Well, at that moment I resolved myself
never to see the movie. One, it wasn’t Halo. Two, the preview made no sense.
Three, Peter Jackson movies are about a

A

day and a half long. I also said that I was
never going to see Inglorious Basterds. As
I am writing a review for it, I’m sure you’ve
figured out that I easily crack under peer
pressure.
District 9 stands out because it is an original science fiction film. That means no
remake and no previous Japanese version,
which is completely refreshing since every
other movie these days is a remake of
some kind.
I have to admit; I kind of liked heading
into a movie with no idea what it was
about, it kept me surprised. I am almost
tempted not to give a summary of the film,
but I know that will just make everyone
mad. Let me just say right now though, if
you are a little bit interested in seeing this
movie, don’t read further. Just go see it; it’s
much better when it’s still a mystery.
One day, about twenty years ago, an alien
mother ship appeared out of the clear blue
sky, stopping right over Johannesburg in
South Africa. For months, humans speculated as to what was inside, waiting for the
aliens to open the doors and come flooding down to greet the Earthlings. The ship

remained locked, until finally people became impatient and cut their way in. They
didn’t discover the intelligent beings that
they thought they would—instead there
were half-starved bug-like aliens.
The government decided to help the dying aliens, nicknamed prawns based on
their appearance, by setting up an aid station directly below the ship. They fed the
prawns and provided housing. Long story
short, the prawns overstayed their welcome, humans became restless and the
housing area, District 9, became militarized. This information is all squeezed into the first fifteen minutes of the film.
The rest of the movie follows Wikus van
de Merwe, a worker for Multi-National
United who is responsible for easing the
tensions in Johannesburg by moving the
aliens from District 9 to District 10 outside
of the city. A documentary crew follows
him while he attempts to do this, catching
the moments when his fellow employees
shoot hostile aliens, uncover mass
weapons, kill baby aliens, and deal with
Nigerian gangsters.
While serving an eviction notice to an

alien named Christopher, he comes across
a piece of alien technology that accidentally sprays liquid on his face and causes him
to begin the metamorphosis from human
to alien. Once the rest of MNU discovers
his change, the chase is on. MNU is responsible for manufacturing weapons and
cracking the key to operating alien
weaponry, which only prawns can operate,
is their main priority. Wikus’s DNA, which
is half human, half prawn, is their key to
unraveling the mystery.
District 9 is action-packed and gory—
guts fly, blood spills, plenty of aliens and
humans die. It’s exciting to watch the trials
of Wikus and Christopher, as Wikus tries
to find a way to turn back into a human
and Christopher attempts to find a way
back home. The movie is more than just
about action and special effects. It’s also
got a strong message about segregation
and xenophobia.
The only disappointing thing about this
movie is the abrupt end, which leaves
many unanswered questions. Word
around the web is that writer Neil
Blomkamp might write a sequel.

‘Julie and Julia’ Brings Life to the Kitchen
ALEX TATE
Rotunda Reporter

J

ulie and Julia is based on two true stories. It knits together the lives of Julia
Child and Julie Powell who, though separated by time and space, are both at loose
ends until they realize that with the right
combination of passion, fearlessness and
butter, anything is possible.
Julia Child taught Americans how to
find good food at the supermarket, how
to cook, how to eat and how to enjoy. She
taught the first two items mostly to
women of means: Her book was directed
to "the servantless American cook." The
film covers Julia Child’s life in the 1940s
and 1950s, when she was in her early culinary career. It shows just how determined
she was to learn how to cook and get her
cookbook published. It took eight years for
Child and her friends to write and publish
one cookbook.
Meanwhile, in New York, Julie Powell
embarks on a year-long journey, attempting to cook all 524 recipes from Child’s
cookbook Mastering the Art of French
Cooking. At the advice of her husband,
Powell writes about her adventures cooking the recipes in a blog that catches on

with the food crowd and maintains a
growing audience. It becomes a learning
experience that impacts her life beyond
the kitchen. In other words, cooking that
omelet is part of a demanding, exalted discipline not to be entered into casually. But
at the same time, you can do it if you set
your mind to it. It is a matter of technique,
of skill, of practice.
Powell first starts out at the beginning of
the movie feeling sorry for herself and that
she hasn’t accomplished anything. By the
end of the movie she feels that Child has
helped her find the thing that she has been
looking for that makes her happy. The
movie also shows Julie and Julia’s husbands and how they support their wives in
the decisions they make, even if they don’t
always understand.
In their new film, written for the screen
and directed by Nora Ephron, Meryl
Streep was amazingly believable as Julia,
and Amy Adams an appealing and alluring 30-year-old Julie.
Though the movie is more based on Julie
Powell’s story, Meryl Streep steels the show
as Julia Child. Seriously, this film should
get her that third and ever-elusive Oscar.
On www.rottentomatoes.com it was rated
at a fresh 75 percent, saying, “Boosted by
Meryl Streep’s charismatic performances
as Julia Child, Julie and Julia is a light, but

Courtesy nmoderndomestic.wordpress.com

Meryl Streep stars as Julia Child in the new film ‘Julie and Julia’ in theatres now.

fairly entertaining culinary comedy.”
After watching this movie it made me
feel like I could cook anything or accomplish anything I set my mind to. If you are
going to watch the film, make sure you
give yourself plenty of time to eat, because
after watching all the yummy delicious

food, you are going to be hungry. This isn’t
just a movie for women to go see, the guys
will love it too. Hollywood usually portrays women as window dressing for men.
Julie & Julia is the rare film that focuses
only on a woman's creative drive.

Venus and Adonis Opens on Thursday at LU

Starting tomorrow, September
10, the Longwood Theatre department presents “Venus and
Adonis.” The production, directed by Theatre Professor
Gene Muto, will be held in the
New Communication Studies
and Theatre Building, and will
run through Saturday, September 12. All performances will
begin at 7:00 pm.
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Summer of
Death?
COURTNEY JONES
A&E Editor

I

s it just me or
have a lot of people
been dying this year?
Especially this summer. I also noticed
that most of these
people happen to be
famous. People die
all the time. It’s just a
part of life. But this
A&E
summer all the
C OLUMN
deaths just got ridiculous. And if the
deaths weren’t bad enough, the media coverage was. Michael Jackson died back in June
and after all the memorials and speculation
about it, he was finally laid to rest at the beginning of September. The months between
May and September brought an unusual
amount of shock, humor, disgust and wonder to the idea of death. At one point, beginning at the last week of June and heading into early July, all the deaths just got ridiculous.
The causes ranged from normal (old
age) to mysterious and weird (David Carradine in a closet anyone?) In this particular
two-week period the world lost some wellknown people. Ed McMahon. Farah Fawcett.
Michael Jackson. Billy Mays. I’ve heard that
people tend to die in groups but that week
was just strange. You couldn’t get online, turn
on the television, or go out anywhere and not
hear or see people talking about the deaths.
The Michael Jackson stuff really took the
cake this year for the most shocking/controversial/talked about death though.
I mean the man brought down Twitter for
goodness sake! Was it murder or a heart attack or was the stress of his upcoming tour
too much for the self proclaimed King of
Pop?
I think we all had a point this summer
when we wanted the news coverage of Jackson’s death to stop. Yes, he was a gifted per-

“ I think we all had a
point this summer
when we wanted the
news coverage of
Jackson’s death to stop. ”
former who could dance amazingly well and
had a number one selling album on every inhabited continent. He got a memorial at the
Los Angeles Staples Center that was viewed
by billions of people and (for those who care)
the world got to see what his children look
like without blankets on their heads. Or take
someone like Farah Fawcett. She was a
beloved star for her personality with some
very iconic images but she became involved
with a drug addict, raised drug addict children, then got cancer and died. Cancer doesn’t discriminate between people and neither
does karma, which can be a real fickle bitch.
There is another issue that we need to
consider. Why should we care? Some of the
people who died made no significant contribution to the world; some were just famous
for things they did for themselves. Some had
talents for acting, singing, directing, infomercials or leading high-profile lives, while
some were senators or innovators for future
generations. Walter Cronkite was an amazing journalist who covered many of the once
in a life time stories over the past few
decades (for instance, the first moon landing). But was there mass news coverage of his
death or funeral? Sure he was headline news
for a few hours and he was remembered by
many for his amazing work, but he was also
lumped in with all the other people who died
this summer. So was his death somehow less
significant because so many other people
died? I don’t think so. I just think more peopled cared about the death of a man like
Michael Jackson who was a performer than a
man you genuinely did good by making sure
people were informed on important issues.
Welcome to the 21st Century.
It can also really just be a matter of perspective how you feel about someone who
died. Gidget the Chihuahua died in July,
which was a sad day for Taco Bell and the advertising industry. Les Paul, the innovative
guitarist, died in August right after 1980’s
movie director John Hughes of The Breakfast
Club. And no one can forget both Eunice
Kennedy Shriver and Senator Kennedy dying
which ended the Kennedy dynasty in America. They were followed by Don Hewitt and
Robert Novak and if you don’t know who
they were, look it up. And then the summer
of death ended with a bang with the death of
Adam Goldstein (a.k.a DJ AM) which was
drug-related, but the guy survived a plane
crash less than a year ago: there’s some intense news coverage for you. There are many
more people that I’m forgetting to put on this
list, but that just proves that way too many
people died this summer. Hopefully fall with
be safer. Maybe more people will be born to
cancel out the deathly summer.

Opinions/Editorials

UN Military Commander Declares Darfur War Over
Sept. 9, 2009
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War

–noun
1. a conflict carried on by force of
arms, as between
nations or between
parties within a nation; warfare, as by
land, sea, or air.
2.a state or period
of armed hostility
or active military operations: The two nations were at war with each other.
3. a contest carried on by force of arms, as
in a series of battles or campaigns: the War
of 1812.
4. active hostility or contention; conflict;
contest: a war of words.
5. aggressive business conflict, as through
severe price cutting in the same industry or
any other means of undermining competitors: a fare war among airlines; a trade war
between nations.
6. a struggle: a war for men's minds; a war
against poverty.
According to Wikipedia, “war is a reciprocated, armed conflict, between two or
more non-congruous entities, aimed at reorganizing a subjectively designed, geo-politically desired result.” While Wikipedia is not
always the best source in the world, this definition pretty much nails it. And war,
whether you believe it a necessary evil or the
worst invention of mankind (or both as the
case may be), is exactly what has gone on for
the past six years in the Darfur region of the
Sudan.
A war the United Nations says has
claimed the lives of at least 300,000 people
(only 10,000 according to the Sudanese government), apparently, has effectively ended.
Outgoing UN military commander General
Martin Agwai claims the region now suffers

from “security issues” as opposed to actual
war. "Banditry, localized issues, people trying to resolve issues over water and land at a
local level. But real war as such, I think we
are over that," he said. In other words, after
years of hate, murder, rape, terror, etc. the
fighting has just kind of stopped. Everyone
has settled their major differences and
everyone, aside from those who have gripes
about utilities, is holding hands and singing
Kumbaya—yeah right.
Tell that to the 2.7 million people who
are said to have fled their homes and be taking refuge in the Darfur region. He’s basically saying look guys the government says the
war is over and solved and they would not
lie so it must be true. Oh, wait, no that’s
right—they do lie. This is the same government who denied any involvement in the
genocide (yes, it is genocide whether or not
the worlds’ nations want to say it is not so
they don’t have to do anything about it) in
Darfur until it was proven they did mobilize
the pro-government militias. Then they admitted to that mobilization, but say they
have nothing to do with the Arab terrorist
Janjaweed militia accused of trying to
"cleanse" black Africans from the region—
even though camp refugees say government
air raids would often be followed by Janjaweed riding into their villages on horses
and camels, slaughtering men, raping
women and stealing whatever they could
find.
People can get lost in the overwhelmingly convoluted ilk this war has become, but
what is known for certain is the conflict began back in 2003 when rebel groups Sudan
Liberation Army (SLA) and Justice and
Equality Movement (JEM) began attacking
government installations accusing it of oppressing black Africans in favor of Arabs living in Sudan. The attacks led to the mobi-

lization of the pro-government militias and
increased attacks by Janjaweed. The resulting war has raged for the past six years constantly displacing hundreds of thousands
more in the region. The Khartoum based
Sudanese government has done little to help

from states that did not comply (the power
to lower the drinking age still remains in the
hands of states). Considering an entire generation of parents missed what the drinking
age of 21 meant on college campuses, it
makes sense that Bailey’s father would not
know about the dangers of binge drinking.
Because an entire generation of parents is
unaware of the problems, many of their children are going to school without ever talking to their parents about the negativity of
excessive drinking. The students only care
about making sure to alert the designated
driver to give them a ride home.
As much credit as I give to the “Parents:
The Anti-Drug” campaign, it is not as successful as it could be in helping address the
problems of binge drinking. It places alcohol
into the large category of drugs that people
can become addicted to and the repercussions of that addiction, but does not address
how to help solve the problem of excessive
drinking and how colleges and universities
can alleviate some of those problems. It simply serves as a platform for education on the
issue of the dangers of alcohol abuse, but not
much else.
Two of the most popular and well-known
campaigns to prevent drunk driving, RADD
(the Entertainment Industry's Voice for
Road Safety, according to its website), and
MADD (Mothers Against Drunk Driving)

use aggressive ad campaigns to make people
aware of the dangers of drinking and driving. These ads cause an adverse reaction to
the solution by scaring people away from
drinking, making it look cool not to drink
or using personal anecdotes to manipulate
emotions. None of these are productive avenues for thoughtful dialogue. In some cases, it causes the general public to adhere to
outdated facts just so they can still be right.
However, no side will ever be right and new
data needs to be addressed and many of the
opponents need to leave 1984 behind.
The Amethyst Initiative is an effort put
forth by Chooseresponsiblity.org, which is a
non-profit organization that seeks to lower
the drinking age to 18, although the Initiative does not mean that all presidents and
chancellors support lowering the drinking
age. “The Presidential Statement does not
advocate a specific drinking age. Someone
who favors raising the age could also sign
this statement,” reads the web-site. The Initiative is more about furthering thoughtful
discussion on whether or not the current
drinking age is working, and thoughtful dialogue is something from which we could all
benefit. This is why I believe that President
Cormier and the Board of Visitors should
seriously consider why they continue refusing to put the name of this University on the
list of signatories.

“He’s basically saying look guys the government says the war
is over and solved and
they would not lie so
it must be true. Oh,
wait, no that’s right—
they do lie.”
and much to harm the inhabitants of this region, from mobilizing the militia to kicking
foreign aid out of the country time and time
again. It’s as if they enjoy playing games with
peoples lives to the point where they forget
the rest of the world is watching. Don’t get
me wrong, I’m not insinuating the rebels are
the good guys and the militias are the bad
guys. The SLA and the JEM killed over 700
seemingly innocent policeman and civilians
in their government attacks. This has not
been a battle between right and wrong, it’s
been a battle between wrong and wrong—
with innocent people getting caught in the
crossfire.

Why The Amethyst Initiative Needs To Work
Ben Byrnes
Rotunda Reporter

R

ecently, a friend shared a link to a documentary aptly titled “Haze” that came out
last year. The documentary is as much a
criticism of hazing as it is the problems of
binge drinking, which are all too often interconnected. The documentary tells about
Lynn “Gordie” Bailey, who at 18, passed
away from a hazing ritual shortly after
pledging to the Chi Psi fraternity at the University of Colorado. The ritual involved a
binge drinking episode. At one point during
the documentary, Bailey’s father says the
mistake so many alcohol prevention programs make is that they place too much emphasis on not drinking and driving; however, parents talking to their children about
the dangers of binge drinking is not emphasized nearly as much.
The father’s comment highlighted a major
problem that more college and university
presidents face. Echoes of the Amethyst Initiative came to mind when I heard this.
During the late 1970s, some states passed
legislation that increased the drinking age to
21, but it was not until 1984 that Congress
passed the National Minimum Drinking
Age Act, solidifying 21 for all states by taking away 10 percent of highway funding

The “president” of Sudan, Omar alBashir, is often considered at blame for the
atrocities in Darfur by the international
community for his support of the pro-government militias, the brutal tactics of which
have caused a great deal of the deaths accounted for. He has actually had an arrest
warrant issued for most of this year from the
International Criminal Court (ICC) in the
Hague for war crimes. Don’t hold your
breath on this accomplishing anything as
many African nations have stated they have
no intention of honoring the warrant (props
to Uganda, one of the only nations to agree
to honor the warrant); al-Bashir himself
claims the charges reflect western hostility
toward Sudan. Well, you’re half right buddy!
There is some definite western hostility
coming from right here, but it is not aimed
at the Sudan, it’s aimed at you and everyone
and anyone else who supports the murder
and genocide of their own people.
This is the same guy who kicked out the
International Rescue Committee (IRC) last
spring because he feared it represented too
much western involvement. This organization was feeding the hungry, supporting the
homeless, and providing medical care to all
refugees. Oh wait I get it—you attribute lack
of starvation, shelter, and medical care with
western ideals! Well, that explains why the
refugees were dying day in day out from the
rampant spread of disease and the savagery
of the militia while you rocked out at your
palace in Khartoum. You couldn’t help your
people because it would be un-Sudanese of
you. Please forgive my misunderstanding—
ARE YOU FREAKING CRAZY? Only
someone who is insane and fails to understand or someone who is evil could block
unbiased humanitarian aid from easing the
suffering of his or her own people.
All of this is resolved though so no wor-
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ries…oh wait, yeah it’s not; many involved in
diplomatic and humanitarian efforts in the
region are worried the declaration by the
UN will draw attention away from the crisis
still very much at hand. Even if the major
conflict is over (which is total and complete
bullshit), the displaced refugees still have no
homes, no food and water, and apparently
there are still violent factions in the area—
sounds resolved. And what is with the “banditry” mentioned? The impoverished people
living in Darfur don’t really have anything
left, what could these bandits possibly be
stealing—souls? Great, add soul stealing
bandits to the mix and this crisis is un-solving itself pretty darn quick.
Hopefully humanitarian aid will be allowed to continue in the region allowing
groups like the IRC to provide for those
their government cannot (or will not as it
seems to be in this scenario). I will end with
a quote from the IRC website by Albert Einstein, at the suggestion of which the IRC was
founded, and who understood some of the
world's most complex problems had incredibly simple answers.
"Any intelligent fool can make things
bigger, more complex and more violent. It
takes a touch of genius and a lot of courage
to move in the opposite direction."

KYLE CENTERS
Managing Editor

What is this?

See if you can figure out where on
campus this picture was taken.
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Answer
from
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Tree
in
front
of
Bedford
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Online Comments

Rotunda Website Confusion: ZTA 20SGA Nothing
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and
everyone to submit props and drops to TheRotundaOnline@gmail.com

Props:
+ To Papa John’s Pizza
+ To COMM and Theatre building Ribbon
Cutting
+ To U.S. Troops
+ To Joshua Bolt
+ To getting mail
+ To donuts...with sprinkles
+ To texting

Drops:
- To Farmville Weather
- To ACC football
- To flat tires
- To the American Visa process costing us our
convocation speaker
- To awkward conversations
- To not getting emergency alert for two hours
after it was sent
- To Jay-walking tickets

Ryan

As 'Editor in Chief,' isn't it your job to be gramatically correct and know
how to distinguish when to use things like, I don't know, 'your' and
'you're?' Maybe your credibility wouldn't have been insulted if you actually sounded credible.

Breaking Dawn: A Heartbreak?
Julie

It's a mistake that Renesmee is bound with Jacob, it would have been a
great fifth book with the child in her teens and having to once again fight
the vampire hords. Jacob is not an interesting character to me and clearly written from the female point of view. The idea of Jacob with a hand
down version of Bella is gross and it was hard not to puke at the idea of a
grown man in love with a child. I loved the first three books but the last
one made me feel like it should have been broken into two different
books. I tried Meyers adult series book, The Host and regretted buying
it.

Rotunda Editorial Policy:
Editorials, Letters to the Editor and/or Online Comments are viewed
by The Rotunda editorial board before publication. All are encouraged
and become property of The Rotunda upon reception. Submissions
from anonymous sources MAY be printed with approval of the editorial board after analysis. Letters or comments that distastefully attack individuals or organizations, or use excessive inappropriate language will
not be printed. Determinations are made solely by The Rotunda editorial staff and faculty adviser(s).
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THIS WEEK AT LONGWOOD
W e d n e s d ay , S e pt 9 t h

Sept. 9, 2009

WEATHER 6-DAY FORECAST

W e d n e s d a y T h u r sd a y
S ep t 9 t h
S e p t 1 0 th

F r id a y
S ep t 1 1 t h

Sa t u r d a y
S ep t 1 2 t h

S un da y
S ep t 1 3 t h

Monday
S ep t 1 4 t h

T h u r s d a y , S e p t 1 0 th
Convocation: 3:15 p.m.

Fr i d a y , S e p t 1 1 t h
Women's Soccer: Radford,
7:00 p.m.

Rock the Block Party,
5:30 - 9 p.m., Longwood
Landings at Midtown

S at u r da y , S e p t 1 2 t h
Longwood Theatre: Venus and
Adonis by William Shakespeare, 7
p.m., Center for Communications
Studies and Theatre, Tickets
required, Information:
434.395.2474

S un da y , S e p t 1 3 t h

80°/64°

76°/61°

CLASSIFIEDS

79°/63°

Classified Rates

Commercial and non-Longwood community ads are .25¢
a word up to 25 words, and only .10¢/word after that.
Longwood faculty, staff and students are granted up to 25
words of free classified space.
Classifieds must be received a week prior to the
Wednesday issue.
Contact us with your ad request today. To get your ad in
our next issue please e-mail us by Monday.
Email: therotundaonline@gmail.com

Help Wanted

-Tutoring needed in Photoshop
for business in Farmville.
info@vainteriors.com
434-390-8855

For Sale/Rent

Women's Soccer:

Appalachian State, 4:00 p.m.

Mo n d a y , S e p t 1 4 t h
Men's Golf:

Longwood/Manor
Intercollegiate, 54 holes

- Beautiful new home for rent/sale located just 8 miles
from Longwood University. 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths with
attached garage on 1.74 acres. $995.00/mo. Call 804-9383805. Immediate occupancy. No pets please.

Events

- Modern Language Club meetings (not just for majors)
Tuesdays 3:30 p.m. Granger 322

Dandelions
The French for a dandelion is pissenlit, or “piss-in-bed.”
The English used to refer to the plant as a pissabed too,
referring to its known qualities as a diuretic. Indeed, when
apothecaries prescribed dandelion extract for that purpose,
it was offered under the name Urinaria.
The English word “dandelion” comes from the French too:
dent de lion, or “lion’s tooth,” referring to the shape of the
leaves.

86°/64°

A Blast From the
Lancers’ Past

A look at headlines from past issues of The Rotundaa
September 26, 1951 issue:

“Longwood ‘Ladies’ Report Vacation
Time Activities”

September 21, 1966 issue:

“Blind Date Types Varied; Co-eds Become
Victims”

September 11, 1979 issue:

“Seniors Start Year With Capping And
Convocation Ceremonies”
“Vandalism On The Rise”

Involvement and
Volunteer Fair: 4-6
p.m., Brock Commons

Useless Info

87°/64°

September 14, 1993 issue:

T u e s d a y , S e p t 1 5 th
Food for Thought:
Reality Check, noon - 1
p.m., Dorrill Dining Hall
Annex

84°/64°

info provided by weather.com

September 14, 2000 issue:

“Freshman Enrollment Skyrockets””

Mosquito
Research based at the University of Durham in 2000 found
that pregnant women attract twice as many mosquitoes as
nonpregnant ones.

Mugging
The first Muggers Conference was held in Bangladesh in
1996. It ended with the titlle of Master Hijacker being conferred on Mohammed Rippon for his record 21 muggings in
two hours.

Vultures
Whenever vultures get scared, they vomit.

What is your favorite dish at Dorrill Dining Hall?
“I like the Panini bar the most.”
Jason Mawyer - Senior

“That would be the Fried Chicken, man
its good.”
Erik Therkildsen - Senior

“I like the pasta bar and pizza.”
April Keeney- Senior

“I can eat snaps ‘Greenbean’
everyday, and I really like their chicken
nuggets and mashed potatoes.”
Whitney Beale- Sophomore

This segment features a Longwood-pertinent question answered by a random sample of students. Send suggestions
to therotundaonline@gmail.com.

ROTUNDA SEEKING
APPLICATIONS
-Business
-Graphic Design
-Copy Editing
-Reporting For more information, e-mails
therotundaonline@gmail.com
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Former pitcher Paul
Heidler II signed a free
agent contract with the
New York Yankees
earlier this summer after
a respectable senior
campaign with the
Lancers. Former Head
Coach Buddy Bolding is
proud of his former ace
and believes he has the
stuffto one day make
pitch for theteam that
has a strong history of
success with pitchers.

Baseball Alums
Test Pro Waters
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NATHAN EPSTEIN
Asst. Sports Editor
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2009 Stats

Appearances: 13
Record: 4-1
ERA: 4.57

Strikeouts: 43

Former standout
catcherJohnathan
Quigley also found a
home in the minors
this year, signing
a contract with the
Gateway Grizzlies
in Illinois. In his
senior year, Quigley
not only led the
Lancers from behind
the plate but in
nearly every offensive statstical category as well.

2009 Stats

Batting Avg: .371
Home Runs: 9
RBI’s: 47
Hits: 66

handful of Longwood University baseball players, both current and
former, excelled over the summer in their respective leagues. Now, head
coach Buddy Bolding and his assistants can acknowledge two more accomplishments by two of their former players.
Former pitcher Paul Heidler II signed a free agent contract earlier in the
summer to play for the New York Yankees. Along with Heidler is former
Lancers catcher Jonathan Quigley who also found home with a minor
league club. Quigley signed a contract to play with the Gateway Grizzlies
in Sauget, IL. The Grizzlies are a member of the Independent Frontier
League.
2009 was the first year in which Heidler was listed as a full time pitcher
on the depth chart. His previous three years, he had made appearances on
the mound, but was listed as an outfielder.
In 2008, Heidler’s batting average was registered as a respectable .257.
Whether the move to the mound was the main cause or not, Heidler’s average slipped to a dismal .091 during his senior campaign, though he did
only make 11 plate appearances.
His senior season was marked with a 4.57 ERA, nothing remarkable but
nothing outside the realm of respectability, and a 4-1 win-loss record,
ranking top amongst the pitching staff.
In 13 appearances, Heidler managed one save, and 43 strikeouts, ranking
third on the team. As for Quigley, his plate performance propelled him to
one of the backbones of the team.
A four year catcher, Quigley’s senior year was marked with a team-leading nine homeruns, 66 hits, a .371 batting average, and 47 runners batted
in. Now with the Grizzlies, Quigley has played in 26 games and has made
66 plate appearances.
In those 66 at-bats, Quigley has managed a .197 batting average, has 13
hits, four doubles, a homer, and eight runs batted in. Heidler is now playing for the Yankees’ class A affiliate, the Charleston Riverdogs in
Charleston, SC.
Heidler has not seen much action as of yet. In two games, Heidler has only two innings of pitching duty, has registered a .450 ERA and has given up
five hits. Unfortunately for Heidler, the Riverdogs’ season ended on Labor
Day.
So ends his chances to see more playing time. Nevertheless, head coach
Bolding feels very confident in Heidler’s prospects moving forward. “The
Yankee organization has a long history of success with pitchers,” stated
bolding in a press release from June 17th, “and Paul has substantial potential.
“His 93 MPH fastball, sharp-breaking ball, and good mound presence
should only improve with hard work, experience and overall development,
and we, therefore, have great expectations for our tall right-hander wearing
the pinstripes.”
The season is now over for Heidler. All that is left now is to continue
training, developing, and wait for that potential call to join the Bronx
bombers.
“We all at Longwood are very proud of Paul and look forward to following his development as a professional pitcher.”

Women’s Cross Country Finish 2nd at VMI, Men Finish 3rd
Photos Courtesy of: longwoodlancers.com

NATHAN EPSTEIN
Asst. Sports Editor

T

he 2009 season for Longwood University’s cross
country teams is off and running. The men’s team returns a majority of its roster, having only lost Matt
Gordon and Evan Kearney to graduation.
The women’s team is facing the same welcomed
dilemma, as head coach Catherine Hanson retains the
services of all but two runners. To start the 2009 campaign, both the men’s and the women’s teams headed
back to Lexington, KY where they would attempt to
defend their titles at the Virginia Military Institute Invitational.
While the meets, which took place last Friday, September 4, featured some strong individual finishes, the
teams overall fell short in their title defenses. The
women’s team finished second out of three competing
schools, while the men’s team finished third out of
three competing schools.
The men’s side compiled 38 total points with the pairings of sophomore Derren Simpson and freshman
Sean Flynn, sophomore Justin Cook and junior Phil
Kada, and senior Gerard Shaber and sophomore
Robert Webb. Simpson and Flynn were the top finish-

ers for the Lancers with a total time of 42:51, finishing
with 8 points.
Behind them was the team of Cook and Kada, which
contributed a total time of 45:51 totaling 14 points. Fi-

“The women’s team finished

second out of three competing schools, while the men’s
team finished third out of
three competing schools.”

nally for the Lancers was the pairing of Shaber, which
ran in a time of 46:00 and added 16 points to the
Lancers’ total.
Individually for the men’s team were two runners,
Simpson and Flynn, who finished in top 20 times.
Simpson finished 13th overall running an overall time
of 21:20, while his counterpart Flynn finished 17th
overall running an overall time of 21:31.
The women’s side finished only slightly better than
the men, compiling 18 total points. The team pairings

for the women’s team consisted of sophomore Jessica
Alley and junior Natalie Auble, seniors Jacquelyne
Chantry and Melinda Lackore, and freshman Megan
Shorl and junior Lauren Kuhns.
Finishing tops for Longwood was the team of Alley
and Auble, who ran in an overall time of 39:06, good
for a three-point total. Behind them was the pairing of
Chantry and Lackore who added six points to the
team total running and overall time of 40:45. Finally,
finishing third for the Lancers was the team of Shorl
and Kuhns running in 43:44 bringing in nine points.
Individually, Longwood had three runners finishing
in the top 10. Alley finished 5th overall all with her
overall time of 19:12, while behind her were teammates Auble and Chantry. Auble ran a total time of
19:54, good for 9th overall, while the senior Chantry
finished 10th overall with her overall time of 19:55.
Next up for both teams will be a trip to Harrisonburg,
Va to compete in the James Madison University Invitational. The last time the Lancers competed in this
event was back in 2006.
Photo Courtesy of: longwoodlancers.com
That year the men’s side finished fifth out of nine
competing schools, while the women’s team finished Senior Melinda Lackore teamed up with Jacquelyne Chantry in
sixth out of eight schools. The meets will take place the relays at VMI and helped bring home the 2nd place trophy
this Saturday. September 12, starting at 10 a.m.
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- Business
- Graphic Design
- Copy Editing
- Reporting

- For applications or
more information email
therotundaonline@
gmail.com
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Helmick, Lancers Shut Out Radford in Home Opener Thoughts From

Courtesy of Longwoodlancers.com

Sophomore keeper Joel Helmick was dominant in the Lancers 1-0 victory Tuesday night, earning his first shutout and goal of the season
WILL ARMBRUSTER

Sports Editor

T

he Longwood men’s soccer squad
hosted Radford University for their first
home game Tuesday night and came away

with a hard earned 1-0 victory. Head
coach Jon Atkinson told his players before
the game that leaving everything on the
field would put them in the best position to
win, which is exactly what the team did.
“We ground out this win through hard-

work and effort which is exactly what I
asked these boys to do,” Atkinson told
longwoodlancers.com. “This sets us up for
tough competition this weekend in
Greensboro with games against Elon and
UNC Greensboro.”

Both squads settled into a defensive
rhythm early which set the tone for the rest
of the match. In the 18th minute, however,
Radford’s Mike Handlin got a good look at
the net and put up a shot on goal only to be
denied by Sophomore Goalkeeper Joel
Helmick/Springfield (W.T. Woodson). After the save, Helmick booted the ball nearly 80 yards down field, catching the opposing goalie off guard. Radford keeper Ryan
Taylor was on his way out of the box to defend an approaching Lancer, only to find
the ball sailing over his head and into the
net for the only goal of the game.
After not putting up any shots in the
first half, the Lancers picked up the pace in
the second half, getting off four shots and
four corner kicks. Though the Highlanders
out shot Longwood 6-4 for the game, the
Lancers came out victorious.
Helmick played an outstanding 90 minutes of soccer, recording three saves in
route to earning his first shutout of the season. He also was credited with the only
goal of the match.
“It feels good to get the first win under
the belt,” said sophomore center back
Shane Johnson. “Getting a lead early takes
a lot of pressure off and makes playing the
game easier and more fun at the same
time.”
Coach Atkinson and the gang get a
break from the action after Tuesday night’s
win and will take the field again on Friday,
September 11 when they’ll travel to
Greensboro, NC to take on the Phoenix of
Elon University.

Men’s Golf Looks to Start Year with Repeat Win
2009-10 Men’s Golf Roster

BEN MAITLAND
Rotunda Reporter

Allan Day

Freshmen
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Compiled by: Will Armbruster

The Lancer men’s golf team will open its season by hosting The
Manor Intercollegiate September 14-15, at The Manor Resort in FarSophomore
Bobby Fox
mville. The Lancers are coming off a fairly decent year in which they
won three events while placing second in two others. Head Coach
Austin Gray
Sophomore
Kevin Fillman is entering his thirteenth year as head coach for the
Lancers squad and hopes that being more consistent will yield even
better results.
Sophomore
Kenny Leech
If last year was any indication, consistency will be the key for the
team during both the fall and spring seasons. Fillman said that durJed Rasnick
Junior
ing the tournaments last year, the team was either in-contention from
the very being of the tournament or they were not. He wants his playSophomore
Ross Sumner
ers to give themselves a chance to win every time if possible. He also
added that he wanted to surprise and possibly beat several teams that
Senior
Adam Webb
are supposed to be better than the Lancers.
Overall, according to Coach Fillman, the team has prepared well
Courtesy of Longwoodlancers.com
and looks good. He thought that the golfers ranked at the top of the
Michael Young
Junior
team are going to be strong, while those ranked at the bottom need Lone senior Adam Webb hopes to end his Lancer career with a bang
to step up and play their best. The Lancers lost only one senior at
the conclusion of last year, Scooter Buhrman. Returning to the team
for 2009-2010 is senior Adam Webb, juniors Michael Young and Jed
JOSHUA From pg. 1
Rasnick, and sophomores Ross Sumner, Kenny Leec, and Austin
In addition to diffi- went over to their house, and the rest is history.”
Gray. Two new additions to the team are sophomore Bobby Fox and
culty with normal movements, Joshua suffered com- Brdarski says embracing such an amazing individual
freshman Allan Day.
plications learning how to walk. He experimented has been a privilege more than anything else. “Every
Longwood won The Manor Intercollegiate last year and hope to
with numerous kinds of “walkers” and walking-aids. year when the team comes back for pre-season,
be able to do it again. Coach Fillman played a role in deciding how to
As Joshua began growing however, he became too Joshua comes out to our first practice and meets all
set up the course and has said that it is in great shape and will play
tall for the walkers and frequently would flip over. the new players and spends time with us,” said Brat 7,214 yards long. Fifty-four holes will be played over two days, 36
“We eventually moved to walkers with straps that darski. “He is family to us. After meeting with him a
on Monday and 18 on Tuesday.
would hold his arms down and force him to hold few times we decided to get our whole team involved
Some of the universities that are set to compete against Longhandlebars,” said Mrs. Bolt. “That didn’t work well and we have enjoyed every minute we’ve had with
wood are Gardner-Webb, George Mason, Maryland, and High Point,
either, as he would pull his arms right out of the him.”
as the Lancers try to repeat as winners of the event.
Though Coach Brdarski and the rest of the
straps no matter how tight we made them. Eventually we gave up on the walkers, deciding he wasn’t able women’s soccer team offer Joshua something he can’t
experience everyday, Joshua has given the team
to use them safely.”
Joshua turned three on August 31, 2004, and the something they’ll always remember as well. “There
following day started his first day of school attend- are so many things we can do that Joshua may never
ing special education classes at Buckingham Ele- be able to,” said senior Captain Ashlee McConnell.
mentary School. The Bolts said they felt like school “But at the same time, he has been through so much
was forced on them because the only services the and accomplished things in his life that none of us
government could accommodate Joshua with was would have been able to overcome.”
Since beginning the program in 2005, Joshua
through public education, so they spent almost
every day at the library researching alternative treat- achieved things that no one would have though possible. Joshua now has more control over the power
ments for cerebral palsy.
“I knew school wasn’t the best environment for and movement of his fists, swim with only little suphim,” said Mrs. Bolt. “When Joshua rode the bus, he port, feed himself and get dressed on his own. “This
spent hours strapped in a seat each way. Even while proven program, a loving family, dedicated volunin school, he had limited time and opportunity to teers, and Joshua’s determination have all given him
a great start on his journey to independence,” said
move on his own.”
Courtesy of longwoodlancers.com
In 2005, the Bolts enrolled Joshua in the The Insti- Mrs. Bolt.
Attending practices, going to games, and associtutes for the Achievement of Human Potential
Sophomore Goalkeeper Joel Helmick
(IAHP) Intensive Treatment Program where they ating with the team in gives Joshua opportunities
earns this week’s editor’s choice of
designed their own Home Study program that in- that he can’t experience everyday. It also gives him
cluded everything from physical exercises/activities the confidence to never give up, and eventually overAthlete of the Week after leading the
come even more obstacles than he already has. “Kyle
to intellectual activities like reading and math.
men’s soccer team to their first win of the
Though the program has done wonders for and Jennifer [Bolt] are amazing people and their love
Joshua’s development, there is still a constant strug- for their son is endless,” said Brdarski. “They put in
season over Radford University Tuesday
gle with all of the requirements the program de- many hours and constantly provide Joshua with
night. Helmick recorded three saves and
mands. Twice a year, Joshua and his family must many opportunities that help him to continue to
travel to IAHP headquarters near Philadelphia, PA grow in ways that some people have told them
notched his first shutout of te season. He
where he is evaluated by staff, who work with his would not be possible.”
also scored the Lancer’s lone goal from
Coming off a year in which they brought home
family to design a rigorous home-based program.
The IAHP Program costs roughly $10,000 a year, the Atlantic Soccer Conference Tournament chamthe opposite side of the field.
none of which is covered by insurance. Unfortunate- pionship, women’s soccer picked up right where they
ly, the cost of travel, required medical equipment, left off to start the 2009 campaign. This past weekeducational supplies, nutritional supplements, and end they took down Coastal Carolina 2-1 on Friday
#1 Joel Helmick
night and followed up with a thrilling 2-1 victory in
therapy are not covered in the hefty fee.
Position: Goalkeeper
overtime against Charleston Southern on Sunday.
Though
extremely
expensive,
Joshua’s
program
Height: 6-3
has proven to be a major success. He overcame many The ladies will take the field again on Friday when
Weight:
obstacles his family thought may have never been they’ll host Radford in hopes of improving to 3-0 on
Class: Sophomore
possible such as getting on his hands and knees in- the season. On Sunday, however, they’ll be playing
Hometown: Springfield, Va.
dependently, climbing on furniture, and turning for a cause greater than winning or losing. The game
High School: W.T. Woodson
starts at 4 p.m., so come support your fellow Lancers
pages of books on his own.
The Bolts say that dedicating so much time and and a special boy as well. For more information on
keeping up with such a demanding and expensive Joshua Bolt and how you can help out, visit:
Before Longwood: Earned
Joshua’s brand new blog (in his own words)schedule would be much harder without the support
All-District and All-Region
and care from others, which is what Longwood joshuaboltsjournal.blogspot.com
Goalkeeper honors in 2008,
websitewomen’s soccer team has given Joshua for quite Joshua’s
while playing for W.T. Woodsome time. “I learned about Joshua through a friend http://www.caringbridge.org/visit/joshuabolt
son.
Facebook
groupabout two years ago,” said Assistant Women’s Soccer Joshua’s
Coach Svetozar Brdarski. “My friend asked me to do http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=5919961271
a favor for her and meet a local boy in our community she attended church with. I called Joshua’s mom,

the First Week of
College Football
NATHAN EPSTEIN
Asst. Sports Editor

F

or some fans,
the wait continues for
a few more days as
the NFL season does
not start until this
Sunday, Sept. 13. For
others, however, the
wait ended when
North Carolina State SPORTS COLUMN
and South Carolina
took the field in
Raleigh.
For some fans, it ended when Boise State
University and the University of Oregon battled
it out on the blue turf in Idaho. And though I
pity those that feel they have to see this to feel
their season has started, maybe the wait ended
when Oregon running back LeGarrette Blount
cracked that nasty right hook across the unsuspecting chin of Boise State defensive end Byron
Hout.
All of these equate to one simple fact: the
2009 college football season is under way. All I
have to say is “Thank God.” Thank God for the
tailgates on Saturdays. Thank God I can tune into the four-letter network at 10 a.m. on Saturday
and welcome Chris Fowler, Kirk Herbstreit, and
Lee Corso into my room.
Thank God for primetime games, nail-biter
finishes, one-handed grabs, the…well, you get
the point. Thank God for college football.
As there usually are in the first week of action, a fair share of upsets, blowouts, and nailbiters dazzled the college football nation. But
what can we really extract from the first week of
madness that was?
1) Virginia Tech, to the dismay of many in
Hokie nation, is nowhere close to being a national title contender.
This is not to say the Hokies are not a good
team, but when the supposedly daunting Bud
Foster defense allowed a first time starter, first
time running back, and four new offensive lineman to rack up 500 yards of total offense, imagine the Florida’s, the USC’s, the Texas’s, or the
Oklahoma’s that lay in waiting licking their

“...maybe the wait ended when
Oregon running back LeGarrette Blount cracked that nasty
right hook across the unsuspecting chin of Boise State defensive
end Byron Hout.”
chops. Oh, and the supposed heir to Michael
Vick known as Tyrod Taylor? How bout -26
yards rushing, and nine of 20 for 91 passing
yards? One word…NEXT!
2) Miami, Florida State, and Michigan? Put
’em back on the map.
These were at one point the ten plagues of
Egypt condensed to three; football teams thrust
from the heavens upon any and all who stood in
their way. Eighteen total national titles, seven
Heisman trophy winners, and over 1,800 wins.
However, for the last decade, they resembled
nothing more than .500 programs struggling for
mere bragging rights. But with the sudden outburst of offense from Michigan, and the showdown in the sunshine state that took place on
Monday night, the waters may once again begin
to run red. National titles? Okay, maybe not this
year. But each of these team’s favorable schedules, abundance of talent, and solid quarterback
play only point to the conclusion that the nation
need only look for the Hurricanes, Seminoles, or
the Wolverines come New Year’s Day.
3) The ACC can now be called one of the
worst conferences in the country.
That’s it! I’m done! I’m an ACC guy, I’ve been
a UVA fan all my life (I know hold your laughs.
That part’s coming), but I’m absolutely done defending the Atlantic Crap Conference. When
you have not one, but two teams fall to Division
II programs, (Duke lost to Richmond and UVA
lost to William and Mary) your argument for
national respect goes down the drain. Not to
mention some teams had trouble handling less
than impressive competition; such as Clemson
against Middle Tennessee State and George Tech
against Jacksonville State. Let’s not forget Maryland being blown into the Pacific by Cal and
Baylor making a fool of one of the best quarterbacks the ACC has to offer in Riley Skinner of
Wake Forest. Please ACC, grab onto Florida
State and Miami this year, and see if they can
keep you afloat.
4) Tebow and the Gators are going undefeated…end of story.
Okay, so they didn’t cover the 70-point spread
they were granted over Charleston Southern
University, but you can bet your bottom dollar
they’ll cover the field at least 7 times a game the
rest of the season. Case in point, the toughest
game of the season for the Gators? At LSU. Although Lane Kiffin has impressed me and I now
think swamp romp between the gators and the
Vols will be a good one, the gators will pull it out.
LSU doesn’t have the size or the quarterback play
to keep up, and even if Urban Meyer and co.
meet up with Pete Carrol and the Trojans in the
Rose Bowl like some think, again, too young and
slightly slower than the chomping Tebows. Too
much size, speed, and coaching. Mark it down.
Well, with all this said, it’s only the first week
of the season. Eleven more to go.

